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WORDS OF DHAMMA

Tumhehi kicca½ ±tappa½,
akkh±t±ro tath±gat±;

paµipann± pamokkhanti,
jh±yino m±rabandhan±.

    —Dhammapada 276

You have to do your own work;
Enlightened Ones will only show the way.
Those who practise meditation
will free themselves from the chains of death.

WALK  THE  PATH  YOURSELF
by  S. N. Goenka

(The following has been translated and adapted from the
seventh in a series of 44 Hindi discourses broadcast on
Zee TV. It was originally published in the February 1999
issue of the Vipaœyana Patrik±.)

One who goes to a meditation centre to learn
Vipassana should clearly understand that the first step is to
objectively observe the truth about one’s own natural
respiration.

No word should be added to the natural breath even
by oversight. One can concentrate the mind and make it
calm by repeating any word. But the accumulation of
defilements is blazing within, just as it did earlier. At any
time, these sleeping volcanoes can erupt and overpower the
mind and make one miserable.

Therefore, those who want to eradicate their
defilements at the depth of the mind should not use any
word. In other types of meditation, the use of a word has
its own benefit. But it cannot eradicate the defilements at
the depth of the mind.

One may repeat a word to concentrate the mind, just
as a mother sings a lullaby to put her child to sleep. She
keeps repeating the lullaby and the child falls asleep. In the
same way, when a word is repeated, the mind will become
concentrated on that. But this word becomes an obstacle in
the objective observation of the truth in the present
moment.

I can understand this obstacle because I myself used
to meditate with the help of words. This has been
confirmed by the experiences of others who have faced the
same obstacles. A great saint from India, Kabir, said the
same thing. As one continues meditating with the help of a
word, an echo arises from within that is known as an ajap±
j±pa (unchanted chant). This takes the form of a fine string
and the string itself becomes an obstacle in the
investigation of the truth of the universe within. Therefore,
one is unable to attain the Ultimate Truth, beyond mind

and matter. Kabir says,
T±g± µ³µ±, nabha me½ vinasag±,
sabad ju kah±½ sam±y² re.

The string has broken; it cannot remain in the universe
within. How can the word that is so gross remain!

Therefore, one should not use any object that will
become an obstacle to future progress on this path. One has
to learn the truth about oneself at the experiential level:
about one’s body and mind and the interrelation between
these two; and about the generation, multiplication and
eradication of the mental defilements. One has to observe
the truth as it is, just as it is. Then, one will keep
progressing. The process of respiration is related to both:
the body and the mind. By observing respiration
objectively, the truth pertaining to both body and mind will
become clearer and clearer.

There may be initial difficulties. One who wants to
eradicate the defilements from the depth of the mind will
have to face these difficulties. The mind is so restless, so
unsteady, not only at the surface level but also at the depth.
Like a monkey, this monkey-mind keeps jumping from one
branch of a tree to another. As soon as it leaves one
branch, it holds another. It is so agitated, so disturbed, so
miserable. It is wild; it has to be tamed. And one has to do
this work very patiently.

This work is similar to the task of taming a wild
animal, like a wild buffalo or a wild elephant. A wise and
experienced person, who has to tame a wild animal, works
very patiently and persistently because the wild animal
does not become tame as soon as he starts the work. At
home, one cannot do this work continuously. Also, one
will not be able to do this work patiently in spite of the
difficulties because there is no teacher to give proper
guidance. But when one joins a course at a Vipassana
centre, one is able to work continuously and despite the
difficulties, one keeps on making efforts to tame the mind.



It is not possible for one’s mind to become totally
concentrated and free of defilements as soon as one starts
working. The mind will wander repeatedly. And when it
wanders, it will be overcome by craving, overcome by
aversion. And because of this, the meditator will become
more and more agitated. “Oh, what kind of mind am I
carrying! It is so full of craving, so full of aversion. It does
not stay in the present at all. Our teacher says that one
should live in the present but my mind does not stay in the
present at all. It is so miserable.” One has lost patience.
One has lost equanimity. One has lost the balance of one’s
mind. How can the work proceed? One has to work very
patiently. If the mind wanders, one accepts the present
reality that it has wandered. If the mind is full of craving,
one accepts the present reality that it is full of craving. One
merely accepts: “At this moment, my mind is full of
craving.” or “At this moment, my mind is full of aversion.”
Thus, one keeps observing the state of the mind, as it is.
One observes the natural respiration dispassionately,
objectively, without any personal identification.

Something has happened at the physical or mental
level and one understands, “I am observing” One starts the
work in this way. As one progresses, one will reach a stage
where this “I” will disappear, this “am observing” will also
disappear. Something has happened and one understands,
“It is being observed.” There is no observer; there is only
objective observation.

Influenced by Vipassana, Patanjali, an Indian sage
who lived a few centuries after the Buddha, said, “DraŒµ±
d¥œ²m±tra”—In seeing there should be only seeing. Later,
this objective observation also ends, and bare awareness
remains at the level of direct experience. This awareness is
samma ditthi—right understanding, right knowledge. This
eventually takes the Vipassana meditator to the final stage
of full liberation.

Initially, one has to pass through many difficulties.
When a wild buffalo or wild elephant enters any human
habitation, it causes so much harm, so much destruction, so
much panic. But after one has tamed the wild beast, by
working very patiently, it is of such immense help. Its
entire strength is utilised constructively.

The mind is more powerful than a thousand elephants.
When it is destructive, it does more harm than a thousand
wild elephants. The same mind, when tamed, will be of
much more service than a thousand tamed elephants. A
tamed mind will cause much happiness. But one has to
work very patiently.

A meditator should also understand that “I have to do
this work oneself. It is my responsibility.” This is not out
of egoism. Sometimes, because it was lost from India for
such a long time, some people do not understand this
technique of Vipassana properly and criticise it. They
consider the idea of liberating themselves by removing
their own defilements as egoistic. Oh no! This meditation
technique will take one to a stage where the ego dissolves
completely and there is only anatt± (egolessness). The idea
of “I”, “mine”, “my soul” will come to an end.

Liberating oneself is not egoism but a responsibility.
Just as one bathes every morning because one is
responsible for keeping one’s body clean. Who else will do
it? Is one inflating the ego by bathing daily? Where is the
question of inflating the ego? It is one’s own
responsibility. If the body becomes dirty, it becomes
diseased. It has to be kept free from disease, therefore, one

should clean it. Similarly, the mind has become impure.
Who has made the mind impure? It is one’s own
responsibility. One did it out of ignorance because one did
not have proper understanding. Now the job of cleaning it
is one’s own responsibility. One has to do it oneself; no
one else can do it.

One often suffers from the delusion, “I am so
helpless, I am so weak, how can I become liberated?
Someone will have mercy on me. Someone will liberate
me out of compassion.” Such a deluded person should
understand, “Why should the saviour liberate me alone?
Am I someone special? Just because I have become an
expert at false praise, will the Almighty liberate me?” Why
should the saviour liberate you alone? The entire world is
so miserable, and yet, he does not liberate anyone. It is
clear that each person has to liberate oneself by removing
one’s own defilements. Each person has tied knots within,
and these knots have to be untied by one’s own efforts.

Someone full of compassion might show us the way.
One who has reached the stage of liberation by walking on
the path, a Buddha, will show the way. But one has to
actually walk on this path oneself. One has to cover the
entire path by walking step by step. At the start, someone
might compassionately say, “Hold my hand and walk.”
Someone may walk alongside for a while but still one has
to walk the path oneself. The sooner a person gets rid of
the delusion that someone else will carry him or her on the
shoulders to the final goal, the more beneficial it is for
such a person.

Why would any unseen force generate defilements in
the minds of all living beings and make them miserable?
One has accumulated defilements oneself; one will have to
remove the defilements oneself. Someone might lovingly
show us the path.

As the Buddha says,
“Tumhe hi kicca½ ±tappam, akkh±taro tath±gat±.”
You have to do your own work; Enlightened Ones
only show the path.
The Buddha could show the path because he himself

had walked the entire path and had reached the final goal.
That is why he had become a tath±gata (an enlightened
person). Out of compassion for all suffering beings, he
lovingly explained to people that it is their responsibility to
walk on the path to liberation. The sooner a person
understands that one has to walk on the path oneself, the
more fortunate that person is. One who hopes that someone
else will liberate him because he is so helpless will never
walk on the path. One will have to make the effort oneself.
There will be many difficulties and obstacles on the path.
One may stumble and fall but one should get up and start
walking again until one reaches the stage of liberation.

An incident:
The Buddha was dwelling at S±vatthi, the capital of

Kosala, the most densely populated city in the India of
those days. Several monks and nuns as well as male and
female lay people would come to his meditation centre to
listen to his discourses and to learn meditation. Some
people came only to listen to the discourses but never put
any of his teaching into practice. One such person arrived
early one day and found the Buddha alone. He approached
him and said, “Sir, I have a question that arises repeatedly
in my mind. I am hesitant to ask when others are present. I
am glad that you are alone today. With your permission, I
will ask my question”.



The Buddha replied, “There should not be any doubts
on the path of Dhamma; have them clarified. What is your
question?”

“Sir, I have been coming to your meditation centre for
many years and I have noticed that many people come to
you. Some of them, I can see, have certainly reached the
final stage and have become fully liberated. I can see that
others have experienced a great change in their lives
though they are not yet fully liberated. But sir, there are
some people, including myself, have not changed at all.
They are just as they were earlier.

Why should this be, sir? People come to you, a great
person, so powerful and compassionate. They take refuge
in you and yet there is no change in them. Why don’t you
use all your power and compassion to liberate them all?”

The Buddha smiled. This is what he explained every
day, but if someone did not want to understand, what could
be done? He tried to explain again. He had different ways
of explaining. Sometimes he would explain by counter-
questioning.

“Where do you come from?”
“S±vatthi, sir.”
“Yes, but your facial features and speech show that

you are not from this part of the country. You have come
from some other region and settled here.”

“You are right, sir. I am from the city of R±jagaha,
the capital of the state of Magadha. I came and settled here
in S±vatthi a few years ago.”

“Have you severed all connections with R±jagaha?”
“No sir. I still have relatives and friends there. I have

business there. I visit R±jagaha many times every year and
return to S±vatthi.”

“Having travelled the path from here to R±jagaha,
certainly you must know the path very well?”

“Oh yes sir, I know it perfectly.”
“And your friends, who know you well, must know

that you are from R±jagaha and have settled here? They
must also know that you often visit R±jagaha and that you
know the path from here to R±jagaha very well?”

“Yes sir, all those who are close to me know that I am
from R±jagaha and that I know the path to R±jagaha very
well.”

“Then it must happen that some of them ask you to
explain the path from here to R±jagaha. Do you hide
anything or do you explain the path to them clearly?”

“Sir, why should I hide it? I explain to them as clearly
as I can: go towards the east from here and you will reach
the city of Ben±ras. Continue onward until you reach Gay±.
Proceed further and you will reach R±jagaha.”

“And do all these people to whom you explain the
path so clearly reach R±jagaha?”

“How can that be sir? Only those who walk the entire
path will reach R±jagaha.”

“This is what I want to explain to you. People come
to me knowing that this is someone who has walked the
path from here to nibb±na and so knows it perfectly. They
ask me about the path. Why should I hide it? I explain to
them clearly:

“This is the path. On the way you will come across
these stations; you will pass through these experiences.
Proceed further and you will reach the stage of liberation,
you will experience the Ultimate Truth.

“I explain the path very clearly. If someone is
satisfied only with my explanation and bows down three
times and says, ‘S±dhu, s±dhu, s±dhu, you have explained
very well, sir.’ but does not take a single step on the path,
how will he reach the final goal?

“One who starts walking on the path and takes ten
steps will be ten steps closer to the final goal. One who
takes a hundred steps will be a hundred steps closer to the
final goal. And one who takes all the steps on the path will
reach the final goal. You have to walk on the path
yourself.”

All those who have started walking on the path of
liberation, the path of pure Dhamma, have started walking
on the path of total purification of the mind. They have
started walking on the path of total liberation, the path that
leads to real happiness, real peace, real harmony, real
liberation. Those who walk on the path of pure Dhamma
find real happiness, real peace, real harmony, real
liberation from all the miseries of life.

May all beings be happy!

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Question: If every day I remember the gods in whom I
have faith, what harm is there in doing so during the
course?
Goenkaji: Because during the course the object of your
meditation is different. During the course, while you are
practising Anapana, the object of your meditation is
respiration. That is all, nothing else. And during
Vipassana, the object is the sensation on the body, nothing
else. So during this time, if you also try to imagine your
god or goddess, then you are diverting your attention, and
you are not working properly. Whatever the object of
meditation, give all importance to that. At the end of the
course if you have great respect or great devotion to this
god or that goddess, then share your merits with him or her
and send mett±. That’s all, nothing more.

Question: It seems that most meditators understand the
technique of meditation. Many even get free flow. They sit
many courses. But their wisdom is not seen in their
behaviour. Is there need for more discourses to progress?
Goenkaji: No. Such people may take even a hundred
courses without it helping them in any way because
actually they have not understood the technique. The
technique is: do not get elated when you have pleasant
sensations, and do not get depressed when you have
unpleasant sensations. If there is no change, it means they
are playing the game of sensations—if it is pleasant, they
feel elated; if it is unpleasant, depressed—and they will
continue not to get any benefit. So understand the
technique properly. Pleasant or unpleasant, your
understanding is, “Everything that I am experiencing is
anicca, changing. It is meaningless to react towards
something which is constantly changing.” You are
observing equanimously. Then you work properly and a
change starts manifesting in your day-to-day life.

(20 January 1996, Annual Meeting: Dhamma Giri)



ONE-DAY CHILDREN COURSES IN MUMBAI
Two Anapana courses for children have been arranged in
Mumbai at Nanji Khimji Thakker College, Kharker Ali,
Thane (W) from 8:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. For registration,
contact Tel: 832 4820, 281 2416. Children are requested to
bring their own cushions. Details are as follows:

First course on 24th June (for children of Std. VIII to X)
Registration on 20, 21 and 22 June.

Second course on 8th July (for children of Std. V to VII)
Registration on 4, 5 and 6 July.

TRAINING OF RCCCs AND CCTs
The programme for training of Regional Children

Course Co-ordinators and Children Course Teachers is as
follows:

6 and 7 July: Dhamma Thal², Jaipur
21 and 22 July: Varanasi
28 and 29 July: Dhamma Gaªg±, Calcutta

All RCCCs and CCTs can attend these workshops. ATs,
SATs and Teachers are also welcome to join as observers.
Please refer to Schedule of Vipassana Courses for contact
details of the venues.

VIPASSANA COURSE AT MUSCAT
About 40 participants took part in a ten-day course in

Muscat from 12 to 23 April, 2001 at Hotel Asas Oman. The
course was a study in diversity. The participants included two
girls aged 16 and 17 and five persons above 65. There were
elementary school-educated housewives, engineers, surgeons,
journalists and chartered accountants. They shared fifteen
different mother-tongues, ten nationalities including Omani
and Pakistani and various religions (three Muslims, four
Sikhs, four Christians, Jains and Hindus). The appeal of
Vipassana is truly universal.

NEW APPOINTMENTS
Assistant Teachers

1. Mrs Usha Kiran Talwar, New Delhi
2. Mr Deepak Pagare, Manmad
3. Mr Abhijit Patil, Nashik
4. Mr Manilal Kalaria, Rajkot
5. Mr Kostas Lempidakis &
6. Mrs Claudia Hackfort, Greece

VIPASSANA IN SOUTH AFRICA
Seven Vipassana courses have been held in South Africa

in the past two years and two more courses in Zimbabwe. The
Vipassana Association of South Africa has decided to
purchase a farm in the Eastern Cape Province in the vicinity
of East London where future Vipassana courses will be held.

The house at the site has a large room, which can be
used as a Dhamma Hall to accommodate 65 to 70 people,
three bedrooms, a small office and a spacious kitchen. There
are a number of outside buildings in need of renovation
before the first course, which will be offered in June 2001.
The property is situated on a hill overlooking the countryside
with a view of the ocean 12 miles away. The site is very
tranquil and secluded. It is 20 minutes from the nearest town
and 40 minutes from the nearest city with several large urban
centers within easy reach. As well, it is about equidistant from
the major population centers of Durban, Johannesburg, and
Cape Town. The site consists of 2 adjoining farms of over
1,000 acres at a cost of about US$50,000. Those wishing to
help in getting this new center started may contact:

Vipassana Association, 9th floor, Southern Life Building,
Riebeek Street, Cape Town 8000, South Africa.
Tel: [27] (21) 419 7437; Fax: 419-7465;
e-mail:  metta@dhamma.org.za

NEW VIPASSANA CENTRE IN GERMANY
On 29 December 2000, the German Vipassana Trust

bought a site at a cost of about 500,000 US dollars for the first
Vipassana center in Germany. The course program is
expected to commence around November this year.

“Herrensitz Triebel” consists of an eight-acre site with
buildings that offer a total of 18,000 square feet of living
space. The site overlooking the tiny village of Triebel is
surrounded by fields and woods and is accessible only by a
steep track. The main building, with a splendid view of the
picturesque Vogtland countryside, stands in solitary splendor
on top of a hill, the highest spot near and far. Triebel lies half-
way between Munich and Berlin, and half-way between
Frankfurt and the Czech capital of Prague. A Vipassana center
in Triebel will give Dhamma activities in Eastern Europe new
momentum. For details about Dhamma service, contact:

Rolf Steinfeldt, Echelsbacherstr. 4,
81373 Munich, Germany.
Tel: [49] (89) 74160945; Fax 7414 0353;
e-mail steinfeldt@telda.net
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